Facing a controversial congressional directive to fund only political science research that promotes national security or economic development, the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) has decided that it can follow those orders without deviating too much from its traditional peer-review process.

The new NSF policy, announced on 7 June, means that reviewers meeting this month to evaluate roughly 200 proposals in political science will still use the agency’s two long-standing criteria—intellectual merit and broader impacts. However, those proposals will receive a second review by another panel, which will apply the two criteria that Senator Tom Coburn (R–OK) added to a government-wide spending bill for 2013 (Science, 29 March, p. 1510). NSF program officers will consider both sets of reviews in deciding which proposals to fund.

“We take the congressional language very seriously,” says Myron Gutmann, head of the social, behavioral, and economic sciences directorate that includes the $10-mil-

lion-a-year political science portfolio. “We’ve thought long and hard about the new language, and we want to make sure that reviewers have the same chance.”

Adopted by voice vote without debate, Coburn’s amendment was meant to address the concerns of several legislators, who have asserted that NSF occasionally funds frivolous or trivial research that wastes taxpayer dollars. Accordingly, the language requires the NSF director to issue a public explanation of each grant awarded.

Gutmann says that summaries posted on NSF’s website of every funded project already serve that purpose and that there’s no need for a statement from the director. Everything at NSF is done under the authority of the director, he adds, although much of the actual work is carried out by the agency’s 1250 employees. “Our goal is to operate within the law,” he explains. The extra layer of review could delay decisions normally made this summer until the fall, Gutmann notes.

Asked for a reaction, Coburn issued this statement through his press secretary: “Political scientists, of all people, should understand Congress’ responsibility to set priorities and make hard decisions. … We need to make sure we adequately invest in truly transformative research ahead of important but lower-priority research. I will continue to monitor NSF’s Political Science Program to ensure all funded programs meet the standards Congress passed in March.”

Many social scientists initially feared that NSF might scrap its entire political science portfolio this year after deciding that separating out proposals meeting Coburn’s narrow language would be impossible. NSF’s response has allayed some of those concerns. But it leaves open the question of how well peer reviewers can spot research that would foster national security and economic development and whether NSF should adopt such criteria at all.

“This is a recipe for chaos via the imposition of ad-hoc, subjective, and incoherent opinion. How does that promote social science?” asks political scientist Jim Granato, a former NSF program manager now at the University of Houston in Texas.

Greg Koger, a political scientist at the University of Miami in Florida, shares Granato’s anger toward Congress, calling it “outrageous and disturbing that political science has been singled out for extra scrutiny and scorn.” But he hopes that NSF will use “a broad interpretation of national security and economic interests” in making funding choices.

NSF’s response to Coburn could also have implications for a proposal from the chairman of the House of Representatives science committee to apply similar language to NSF’s entire research portfolio (Science, 24 May, p. 911). The plan, floated by Representative Lamar Smith (R–TX), would require the NSF director to certify that all research that the agency funds is groundbreaking, not duplicative, and vital to U.S. interests. The language has rolled the scientific community, which sees it as an attack on the peer-review process. So NSF’s response to Coburn may also be a signal to Smith that it sees little reason to make any fundamental change to its peer-review process.